
2022 was a strong year for Nashville/LA based country singer, Laura Bryna, having released multiple 
records over the course of just 12 months.

Breakout single, “Jawbreaker”, with it’s “sass and attitude” was released in the final quarter of the year, 
and has already been streamed over 0.5 million times. Likewise, it's cinematic, flaming hot “Roadhouse 
meets Moulin Rogue” music video has accumulated over 1 million views on YouTube. Written by Bryna, 
Damon Sharpe and Eric Sanicola - “Jawbreaker” is a female empowerment tour-de-force that has you 
pumping your fist from the very first listen! Grammy Award winner Damon Sharpe (Ariana Grande, Pitbull, 
J-Lo, Anastacia, Nelly) also produced the track along with the help of Michael Carey (Gwen Stefani, Idina 
Menzel, Escape The Fate) resulting in a song that Bryna describes as “encapsulating her very essence as 
an artist”

Following the success of “Jawbreaker”, Laura released her Christmas smash, “Wishlist” which quickly 
became a Holiday favorite both in the US and across Europe! Racking up nearly 1 million streams on 
Spotify and being added to over 2,000 user playlists, this timeless, throwback classic is bound to be a 
Holiday season staple for years to come! Once again written by Bryna/Sharpe/Sanicola and produced by 
Sharpe/Carey, “Wishlist” possesses an 'ear-worm' quality that's guaranteed to have the listener humming 
it's melody hours later.The accompanying music video, which Bryna describes as “Christmas cheese”, was 
produced & directed by the team at Taillight TV (Nashville) and has, so far, accumulated over 800K 
YouTube views.  

May 2021, Bryna released the infectious dance/pop jam “Way That It Was” written & produced by Damon 
Sharpe. Originally written about a broken relationship, post-pandemic, it's words now have more powerful, 
universal applications: “Both of us knew it’d come back around sooner or later. . ./It shouldn’t hurt but it 
does/Back to the way that it was”

After years of success as a mainstream contemporary country artist that included touring on bills with 
superstars  including Taylor Swift, Emmylou Harris, Clint Black, Carrie Underwood, Tim McGraw, Jason 
Aldean and Luke Bryan, Bryna's release of “Stars Are Fallin” (March 2020) established Laura's fresh and 
innovative hybrid Country/New Wave/Electronica vibe. The song reached #2 on the UK-based Music Week
Commercial Pop Chart and #7 on France’s NRJ chart. It's Eli Sokhn directed video has over 2 million 
YouTube views with it's rise propelled, in part, due a dynamic package of remixes by Dave Aude (Lady 
Gaga, Rihanna, Beyonce), Klaas (Dimitri Vegas and Like Mike) and Chris Cox (Christina Aguilera, Mary J. 
Blige, Michael Jackson), 

“Sweet Revenge” (August 2019) announced Bryna's return to the music scene with aplomb! Written by 
Damon Sharpe, Christopher MacDonald & Jazelle Rodriguez, produced by Sharpe & MacDonald - “Sweet 
Revenge” gave a first glimpse of the reinvigorated, new-look Bryna and a taste of what was to come. A 
Dave Aude remix hit #10 on the Billboard Dance Chart and so far, it's video has amassed over 2.1 million 
views on YouTube.

October 2022, Laura published her first children's book, “Tyler, Harmony, Snuggles and the Christmas 
Tradition” and in Spring 2023 the plan is to release the next book in her series – “Snuggles Goes To 
Hollywood”, which details a roadtrip she took with her father & parrots from Nashville to LA.

A heart-felt supporter of our military, Laura was a celebrity spokesperson for the United States Air Guard’s 
national media campaign; she co-wrote the corresponding theme song “Hometown Heroes.” In addition to 
her work with the Air Guard, Bryna was the celebrity spokesperson for the National Guard’s Youth 
Foundation. She also served as a board member on the Make-A-Wish Foundation Mid-Atlantic Chapter.

From time to time, Bryna co-hosts “Golf Talk America” which broadcasts on PGA Tour Radio, Sirius XM 
and Spotify.


